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Abstract

We report the formation of strongly inflated sedimentation–diffusion concentration profiles
for charged monodisperse colloidal spheres in absolute ethanol. Various additional experi-
ments, such as light scattering, confirm that the very dilute supernatants, left behind by the
majority of settling colloids, contain spheres that repel each other at distances of micrometers.
We attribute these unusual profiles to a significant counter-ion contribution to the osmotic
pressure and to the Debye screening length. An approximate osmotic equation-of-state at the
level of the second virial coefficient for dispersions at very low ionic strength indeed implies
an algebraic long-distance decay of sedimentation–diffusion profiles, together with significant
lowering of the effective colloid mass by an entropic lift due to counter-ions. We have also
observed that sedimenting dispersions sometimes demix into two layers, which are both
disordered fluids. Since the colloids are clearly repulsive on the DLVO pair level, this
layering possibly manifests a phase transition driven by many-body attractions.
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1. Introduction

The DLVO theoryw1x quantifies the double-layer repulsion between two charged
colloidal spheres in a large electrolyte reservoir of ‘external salt’ with fixed ionic
strength, such that the Debye screening length is constant and unaffected by the
counter-ions produced by the colloids. In other words, the pair potential for the
colloids is assumed to be independent of the colloid number density. In dispersions
of very low ionic strength this assumption will not hold, because at sufficiently
high colloid concentration the counter-ions contribute significantly to the total
electrolyte concentration. As a result the colloids interact via density-dependent
repulsion, which is of long range due to the low salt contentw2x. In de-ionised or
organic solventsw3x the Debye length may even be in the micrometer range, in
which case concentration or many-body effects may already be significant at low
colloid densities. One widely debated consequence of such effects is the possibility
of a liquid–gas phase transition in a system of colloids with purely repulsive DLVO
pair-potentialsw4–11x. The cohesive energy that stabilises the liquid phase, it is
arguedw9x, is provided by the Coulomb attraction between colloids and their counter-
ions, which is reminiscent of the liquid–vapour coexistence predicted for molecular
electrolytesw12,13x. Whether such phase behaviour related to counter-ions really
occurs in colloidal dispersions is—at least from the experimental point of view—
still questionable. A crucial observation would be a macroscopic meniscus separating
two disordered fluids, with rigorous exclusion of artefacts, and clear proof that
particles are repulsive at the pair level. Findings on charged colloids reported in this
contribution support—and indeed perhaps even demonstrate—the possibility of a
Van der Waals-like instability in the osmotic equation of state. They do, in any
case, point to an important contribution of counter-ions to the osmotic pressure,
which we traced by unusual concentration profiles in sedimenting dispersions.

The sedimentation–diffusion(SD) equilibrium is a balance between osmotic
pressure gradients and external(gravitational or centrifugal) forces on colloidal
particles. The equilibrium profile is of fundamental interest, because it is equivalent
to the osmotic equation of state. The profile is quite sensitive to interactions between
the colloids and, in principle, the profile can be integrated to obtain an accurate
osmotic equation of state over a wide density rangew14–16x. For the case of ideal,
non-interacting colloids the osmotic pressure is given by Van’t Hoff’s law, and the
corresponding equilibrium SD density profile is a single exponential decay. For
charged colloids interacting through a DLVO potential, the deviation from a single
exponential will be modest for a low concentration of colloids in an electrolyte
solution of sufficient ionic strength such that the Debye screening length is small,
though large enough to avoid flocculation. We also expect that the thickness of the
ideal exponential decay is still a relevant measure for the spatial extension of the
non-ideal profile. For strongly interacting, charged spheres at low ionic strength, the
functional form of the SD profile may change considerably. From theory and
simulations by Biben et al.w15,16x we expect in this case an SD profile with an
almost linear decay at nearly all altitudes.
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Fig. 1. A dispersion of silica spheres(type C, see Table 1) with initial volume fraction of approximately
0.01 in absolute ethanol, stored in a thermostatted room sedimenting in a tube with diameter of 1 cm.
Several layers can be distinguished. A is the top of the sediment at the bottom of the tube. B is the
interface between two regions of different density in the sedimenting dispersion. C is the steep concen-
tration decrease upon entering the supernatant phase D. The bluish Tyndall scattering in D manifests the
presence of a very dilute dispersion up to the solvent–air interface E.

In our laboratory, however, we observed many instances of sedimenting charged
spheres that seem at odds with these expectations(Figs. 1 and 2). The observations
relate to stock suspensions of charged silica spheres in ethanol, which have settled
under gravity for periods of 1 month to more than 10 years. The interface separating
the sedimenting(or sedimented) suspension and supernatant liquid is usually fairly
sharp. The general feature of these supernatants is the presence of a low but
significant concentration of colloidal spheres, as manifested by a bluish(Tyndall)
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Fig. 2. Silica spheres in ethanol used inw36x. The sample was left undisturbed in a closed cupboard for
13 years. Interface p manifests a phase equilibrium(see text). Supernatant q is a dilute dispersion.

turbidity or visible laser-light scattering. The spatial extension of these supernatants
is orders of magnitude larger than expected from any reasonable estimate of the
barometric height distribution for non-interacting uncharged spheres. Moreover, the
sediment–supernatant interface corresponds to a steep concentration gradient, which
is difficult to understand on the basis of the work of Biben et al.w15,16x. Another
intriguing feature we sometimes observed is the presence of several(non-crystalline)
layers in a sedimenting suspension. Fig. 1 shows a beautiful example for a dispersion
of silica spheres in ethanol stored in a thermostatted room. Such layering, if it is a
truly thermodynamic phenomenon, is quite puzzling; how can it be present at all
for monodisperse colloids interacting through a repulsive DLVO potential? The
work of van Roij and co-workersw6–9x suggested to us the idea that the layering
as illustrated in Fig. 1 perhaps signals a many-body phase transition. This possibility,
together with the observation of the extended SD profiles mentioned above,
motivated us to re-examine the behaviour of charged spheres in ethanol.

Our strategy was to verify in the first place which of these observations would
persist for sedimentation under well-defined conditions, because observations for
stock suspensions stored without any precautions in a laboratory cupboard may be
very misleading. It is well known, for example, that mechanical vibrations, thermal
convections and lightw17,18x easily disturb sedimenting suspensions, so it is possible
that unusual concentration profiles are actually non-equilibrium artefacts caused by
convections. We note here the stratification due to temperature gradientsw19,20x,
the stir in suspensions by light-absorbing colloidsw18x and the layering that may
inherently occur in polydisperse samplesw15x. Furthermore, contaminants may be
introduced by mixed-bed resins for de-ionisation. Therefore, we only used absolute
ethanol without any resin. Since the background electrolyte concentration in ethanol
may be as low as 10 M, the effect of counter-ions on SD profiles needs to bey9
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addressed. To the best of our knowledge, however, there are no calculations for
concentration profiles of colloids with a density-dependent potential. Therefore, we
employ in Section 2 a simple excluded-volume model to show that the counter-ion
effect may be substantial, leading to profiles with a slowly decaying algebraic tail.
In the experimental section we discuss the formation and features of concentration
profiles of silica spheres settling under gravity in pure ethanol without added salt.
These are first results from an ongoing study, published for the occasion of this
special issue for Prof. Overbeek, at a time when some features of SD profiles are
becoming clear, whereas our understanding of layering as in Figs. 1 and 2 is still
limited.

2. Theoretical

2.1. Non-interacting spheres

In de-ionised water and polar organic solvents such as ethanol, the screening of
double-layer repulsions is weak and charged colloids may interact over micrometer
distances. Thus, at low ionic strength very low colloid concentrations are required
to achieve the limit of non-interacting colloids. Sometimes ‘infinite dilution’ is
experimentally hardly accessible; witness the sedimentation rate of charged silica
spheres in de-ionised ethanol, which is known to be concentration-dependent down
to very low concentrationsw21x. Nevertheless, the case of non-interacting charged
spheres is of interest as an illustrative example of the effect of counter-ions on the
SD equilibrium profile. In such a profile an external forceK acting on each colloid
is balanced by the equilibrium gradient in osmotic pressure, which under isothermal
conditions only depends on the local number densityr at altitudex:

dP
syr x K (1)Ž .

dx

If r obeys Van’t Hoff’s law for the osmotic pressure,PsrkT, the SD equilibrium
profile from Eq.(1) is the well-known single exponential decay:

r xŽ . x
ln sy (2)

r l0 g

where r is the density at the bottom(xs0) of the sedimentation vessel. The0

distancex is scaled on the gravitational length:

kT kT
l s s (3)g K Dmg

for colloids with weightDmg, whereDm is the particle mass corrected for buoyancy.
This gravitational length is a measure of the thickness of the exponential concentra-
tion profile. It is, in fact, the average distance from the colloids to the bottom of
the vessel:
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0

Suppose each colloid carries a constant number ofz charges. Even if the colloids
do not interact with each other, the counter-ions may already influence the SD
profile considerably. This influence can be understood as a straightforward conse-
quence of the classical Donnan equilibrium, in which colloids are separated from a
large electrolyte reservoir by a membrane that only allows water and salt to
permeate. At both sides of the membrane the chemical potentials of solvent and
ions are equal, and the dispersion and reservoir are both electrically neutral bulk
solutions. The osmotic(excess) pressure of the colloidal dispersion resulting from
the equilibrium and electroneutrality conditions, taking all solutes as ideal, is(see
e.g. w22x):

P w z2x |ysrq2r 1qs y1 (5)ely ~kT

The Donnan pressure contains the linearr term for ideal, uncharged colloids,
plus a term that depends on

zr
ss (6)

2rel

which is a measure of the counter-ion concentrationzr relative to the constant ion
concentration 2r in the large reservoir. Suppose that a SD profile is present in ael

Donnan set-up(Fig. 3) such that Donnan equilibrium occurs at any heightx.
Substitution of Eq.(5) into Eq. (1) shows that this SD profile following from the
Donnan pressure is given by:

y2y1q 1qs xr x Ž .Ž . x
1qz ln qzln sy (7)Ž .

y2r ly0 g1q 1qs0

wheres(x) is the value ofs for a colloid number densityr(x). The second term on
the left-hand side is set by the external salt concentration. At high salt concentration
(s<1) the dependence of this second term ons vanishes, and the SD profile, as
expected, reduces to the single exponential of non-interacting uncharged particles in
Eq. (2). At very low external ionic strength(s41) an exponential is also found,
but now with a gravitational length increased by a factor of(1qz):

r xŽ . x
ln sy (8)

r l 1qzŽ .0 g

The physical meaning of this interesting limiting case is as follows. In the Donnan
equilibrium all components are ideal(i.e. obey Van’t Hoff’s law), so the effect of
the attraction between colloids and their counter-ions on the osmotic pressure is also
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Fig. 3. Schematic of an inhomogeneous Donnan equilibrium in a gravitational fieldg. The colloids are
confined between membranes M permeable only to ions and solvent. At every heightx there is osmotic
equilibrium between the colloids and a large electrolyte reservoir, which fixes the background electrolyte
concentrationr . Note that this sketch actually represents sedimentation–diffusion equilibrium in ael

dialysis tube with dispersion, vertically suspended in an electrolyte vessel.

neglected. The colloid density is nevertheless coupled to the counter-ion density by
the condition of macroscopic electroneutrality. The 1z term is therefore purely
entropic: small counter-ions gain entropy by leaving the thin SD profile of the large
colloids to enter the nearly salt-free solvent. Thus, an electrical potential difference
is produced which ‘lifts up’ the colloids to avoid macroscopic violation of
electroneutrality. Stated differently: the counter-ions reduce the effective mass and
increase the diffusion coefficient of the colloids by a factor of 1qz. This substantial
effect (z may be of the order of 10) was also noted by Mysels in his instructive3

textbookw22x.

2.2. Interacting spheres

Consider interacting colloidal spheres with an equation of state given by the virial
series for the osmotic pressure:

P nsrq B r (9)n8kT ns2

whereB is the nth virial coefficient. Substitution in the isothermal force balancen

wEq. (1)x leads to the following implicit solution forr(x):

r xŽ . n xny1 ny1w z
x |ln q B r x yr sy (10)Ž .n 0y ~8r ny1 l0 gns2

At the top of the SD profile the concentration is beyond some point low enough
such that the decay again becomes exponential. The first-order correction on the
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level of the second virial coefficient is:

r xŽ . xw z
x |ln q2B r x yr sy (11)Ž .2 0y ~

r l0 g

This result, derived earlier by Biben et al.w15x, illustrates the modest effect of
repulsion in dilute dispersions of uncharged hard spheres on the spatial extension of
the SD profile. (For the full SD profile at higher hard-sphere densities see
w15,23,24x.) In Eq. (10) we have neglected any counter-ions and any density
dependence of the virial coefficients. This dependence may change the SD profile
quite drastically, as can be observed from the effect of counter-ions on B . We2

estimate this effect in the following manner. The Debye lengthk of a solutiony1

containing ions with number densityr and valencyv follows from:i i

2 2k s4pr r v (12)b i i8

where
2e

r s (13)b 4p´´ kT0

is the Bjerrum length, i.e. the distance between two elementary charges when their
Coulomb interaction energy equals the thermal energykT in a solvent with dielectric
constant́ ´ . The background electrolyte contains a number densityr of univalent0 el

electrolyte. The colloids produce a number densityrz of (mono-valent) counter-
ions, and since the Debye length depends on all ion concentrations in the solution
(with the exception of the charged colloids) Eq. (12) becomesw2x:

2 2 2k sk q4pr rz ; k s8pr r (14)0 b 0 b el

wherek is the Debye length at zero colloid concentration. We now assign to they1
0

colloids an effective interaction diameter given by:
y1dssqak ; aG0 (15)i

in which s is the hard-core diameter of the colloids. The excluded volume per
sphere, i.e. the second virial coefficientB , equals that of a hard sphere with2

diameterd :i

3B E2 a3y1 HBC FB s p sqak sB 1q (16)Ž .2 2
D G3 ks

where the superscript HB denotes a hard sphere with diameters. The choice of the
effective diameter in Eq.(15) is justified by the fact that the second virial coefficient
in the form of Eq.(16) is a reasonable estimate of the(numerical) exactB for a2

DLVO repulsion. This point is further discussed in Appendix A. Note the peculiar
property of the excluded volume in Eq.(16); it shrinks when the colloid density
increases because the counter-ions injected into the solution reducek . We nowy1

add a second virial term to the Donnan pressure in Eq.(5):
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P w z2 2x |ysrq2r 1qs y1 qB r (17)el 2y ~kT

Inserting Eqs.(14), (16) and(17) yields:

3w zP aw z2 HB 2x |ysrq2r 1qs y1 qB r 1q (18)x |el 2y ~ 2kT ys k q4pr zry ~0 b

At very low ionic strength, whens41 andks<1, the pressure is approximately:

y3y2w zPV rp b3 yf 1qz fq4a 24 z f, wg1 (19)x |Ž .
kT sy ~

for colloids with hard-core volumeV , volume fractionfsrV andB s4V . TheHB
p p 2 p

square-root term, caused by the density dependence of the effective diameter, may
seem uncommon. Note, however, the occurrence of fractional density terms for
transport properties at low ionic strengthw21,25x and, of course, the square-root
term in the Debye length itself. Substitution of Eq.(19) into the force balance Eq.
(1) leads to the SD profile:

y3y2w zf x B EŽ . r 1 1 xb31qz ln q4a 24 z y sy (20)x |Ž . C F
f s ly ~ y y0 gD Gf f xŽ .0

which forms quite a contrast to the first-order correction for non-ideality for hard
spheres in Eq.(11). The already substantial effect of counter-ions on the ideal
logarithmic term is now supplemented by a term that inflates the profile at low
density. The unusual feature of this profile is that it does not become ideal at high
altitude. Its asymptotic decay is:

y3 y2w z B Er xb6 C Ff x ;16a 24 z , f x gf g1 (21)x |Ž . Ž . 0
D Gs ly ~ g

This algebraic long-distance tail has its origin in the inflation of electrical double
layers of colloids, which diffuse to higher altitudes in the salt-free solvent(Fig. 4).
The volume fraction, of course, cannot be taken arbitrarily low without invalidating
at some point the assumption that the density of solvent ions is much lower than
that of counter-ions. On the other hand, near the bottom of the profile, the increasing
colloid density at some point induces higher-order terms in the osmotic pressure.
Therefore, Eq.(20) only provides a qualitative estimate for the spatial extension of
the top of an SD-profile.

3. Experimental: materials and methods

3.1. Colloidal suspensions

The colloids in this study(see Table 1) are negatively charged silica spheres with
a narrow size distribution, dispersed in absolute ethanol(in all cases fresh Baker
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the origin of the algebraic long-distance tail of the SD profile at very low ionic strength:
the diffuse double layer surrounding the colloids inflates at higher altitudesx.

Table 1
Properties of silica spheres

Code Labcode Sphere sb l c
g

radiusR (%) (mm)
(nm)

A ESIMS w27x 90a 8 0.17
B SIMS w27x 90a 8 0.17
C SA6(2)TPM w26x 89a 8 0.16
D NST 1 63d 9 0.50

From static and dynamic light scattering. For C-spheres the value is the same as inw26x.a

Polydispersity from electron micrographs.b

Estimate of gravitational length from Eq.(3) for non-interacting spheres of radiusR in ethanol, usingc

a particle mass densityds1.6 g cm .y3

From AFM imaging.d

p.a.). The spheres were initially prepared in an aqueous ethanol–ammonia mixture
and subsequently silanised with 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane(TPM) and
finally transferred to pure ethanol by repeated sedimentation–redispersion procedures
w26x. Four types of silica dispersions(see Table 1) were used in the sedimentation
experiments to check any system dependence of our findings. A-Silica spheres
contain the phosphorescent dye eosine isothiocyanatew27x. The other silica species
(Table 1) are TPM-coated silica spheres without any dye.

3.2. Characterisation of particles and suspensions

Dynamic light scattering(DLS) was performed with an argon laser(ls514.5
nm) on samples from stock dispersions filtered through 0.2-mm FGLP Millipore
membranes to make them dust-free. Static light scattering(SLS) was performed
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Fig. 5. Representative cryo-TEM micrographs of silica C-spheres in an ethanol glass film.

with a Fica-50 photometer(ls564 nm). Cryogenic transmission electron micros-
copy (cryo-TEM) was applied to dispersions of C-spheres in ethanol(Fig. 5). The
technique images a film of dispersion after it has been glassified by shooting it into
liquid ethane. The glassification of solvent is so rapid that the TEM image shows
the distribution of colloids as present in the initial liquid film. Cryo-TEM is further
explained inw28–32x. We note that imaging films from very dilute dispersions or
supernatant is difficult because glassy solvent films with few particles are susceptible
to mechanical or radiative damage. Atomic force microscopic(AFM) images of
silica particles on poly-lysine-coated mica surfaces were made as described elsewhere
w33x.

3.3. Sedimentation experiments

Our silica particles(Table 1) are large enough to settle under gravity on a time
scale of weeks. All sedimentation experiments were performed in vertical glass
tubes stored undisturbed on a heavy marble table in a thermostatted(Ts22.1"0.1
8C) dark room in which samples were only illuminated for visual inspection, or for
measurements of the position of interfaces between suspensions and their superna-
tants. These position measurements were done with a Zeiss Ni-40 levelling
instrument coupled to a linear scale system(Mitutoyo AI-11-N), which allows
height measurements with an uncertainty of 0.01 mm.

From stock vessels with known silica concentration, 5-ml volumes were pipetted
into sample tubes(Fig. 6a), which were carefully screw-capped, sealed with Parafilm
(American National Can PM-992), and placed precisely vertically in an airtight
Perspex box under a nitrogen atmosphere. This box was intended to rule out any
contamination of dispersions with carbon dioxide or water, which would change the
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Fig. 6. (a) Sedimentation of C-spheres in absolute ethanol. Initial volume fractions range from 10 toy5

0.03. Situation after 12 weeks: the concentrated samples still sediment; the supernatants clearly contain
colloids as evidenced by the red laser beam, which is observed here at a scattering angle of approximately
908. (b) Sedimentation velocitiesU(f) for A, B and C spheres vs. colloid volume fractionsf obtained
from measuring the descendence of suspension–supernatant interfaces as in(a).

ionic strength. It was later found that the sealed tubes were sufficient for this
purpose, because the electrical conductivity of ethanol in a sealed tube did not
change over a period of several months.

For the glass tubes shown in Fig. 6 the supernatant volume was too small for
concentration determination. Therefore, we repeated experiments with larger, gas-
tight 500-ml glass bottles(Fig. 7), which were completely immersed in demi-water
in a large aquarium(volume 120 l) in a dark thermostatted room to improve further
the thermal isolation. The bottles were left undisturbed for periods ranging from 3
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Fig. 7. Typical example of sedimentation in 0.5-l glass vessels immersed in thermostatted water. Settling
C-silica spheres in picture(A) leave behind a turbid supernatant. Picture(B) was taken 4 months later:
the majority of the monodisperse silica spheres have been deposited on the bottom. The supernatant
liquid contains a fairly homogeneous dilute dispersion.wThe spots on the outside of the bottle in(B)
are due to algae and some rust from a stand keeping the bottle suspended.x

to 16 months. For comparison, some bottles were also stored in a closed thermostat
in the thermostatted room. A concentration series of D-silica dispersions(Table 2)
was stored in the aquarium for 6 months, after which 50-ml samples were pipetted
from the supernatants without disturbing the sediment–supernatant interface. For
bottles with a sufficient sediment volume, a sample of sediment was also pipetted.
Particle weight concentrations were determined in duplicate from drying known
volumes in aluminium foil cups to constant weight. Some D-silica dispersions were
also sedimented in a table centrifuge for 20 h at 2000 rev. min in glass vesselsy1

(Fig. 10), which were subsequently stored in thermostatted water. The aim was to
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Table 2
Particle concentrations for sedimentation bottles immersed in water

Sample code Concentrationc (g l )y1

Initial In 50 ml of Sediment
supernatant

C10 7.30 1.05 96.60
C15 4.87 0.25 94.60
C25 2.92 0.19 37.90
C40 1.83 0.37 70.70
C50 1.46 0.21 –
C100 0.73 0.64 –
C200 0.40 0.36 –

Samples were D-silica spheres in ethanol.

verify whether sediments would slowly expand over time, as expected for repulsive
spheresw34x, and whether particles would ‘evaporate’ to form a dilute supernatant.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Choice of dispersions

First we motivate here the use of a dispersion of silica spheres silanised with
TPM (‘TPM–silica spheres’) in ethanol as a colloidal model fluid characterised by
dominant long-range repulsive pair interactions. The spheres do not flocculate in
ethanol, even over extensive time intervals. The long-term stability of TPM–silica
dispersions in ethanol is well documentedw21,26,34–36x and is further confirmed
by the fact that light-scattering radii of C-spheres did not change significantly over
a period of 15 years(see Table 1). Dilute suspensions of TPM-coated silica spheres
in ethanol have been widely studied and all available results from static and dynamic
light scatteringw26,36x and sedimentationw21,34,35x clearly confirm that the pair
interaction is an electrical double-layer(DLVO) repulsion. It should also be noted
that no unreacted silane-coupling agents(or TPM oligomers) are present, which
might induce a depletion attraction between the spheres. The TPM coating is
covalently linked to the silica surface and all unreacted TPM has been removed by
repeated sedimentation–redispersion cyclesw26x. The TPM coating is a multi-layer
with a hydrodynamic thickness of approximately 2 nm. Since ethanol is a very good
solvent for TPM w26x, the layers repel each other and screen the van der Waals
attraction between contacting spheres. In short, the only relevant interaction for the
SD profile is that between electrical double layers. The double layer thickness may
be substantial in pure ethanol, as can be observed as follows. Ethanol produces ions
via:

q y2C H OH™C H OH qC H O2 5 2 5 2 2 5

The ionisation constant is pKs18.8 w37x corresponding to an electrolyte concentra-
tion of the order ofr s10 M. The Bjerrum length of ethanol isr s2.3 nm aty9

el b
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room temperature and the Debye length of the solvent following fromr is thereforeel

of the order ofk s5 mm. This very large screening length is an upper limit, sincey1
0

any ionic contaminants or counter-ions will reduce the screening.

4.2. Measurements of sedimentation rates

Clear confirmation of the long-range repulsion in the sedimenting dispersions is
offered by the sedimentation rates in Fig. 6. We find for all dispersions of A, B and
C spheres a non-linear concentration dependence; a log–log fit of the data yields a
scaling ofU;w , with bf0.4. Such a non-analytical dependence and the ensuingb

strong concentration effects at lowf are typical for charged colloids with a
significant contribution of counter-ions to the screening length. In the limit of no
external salt the sedimentation rate follows af dependence, which changes to a1y3

linear dependence if sufficient salt is added.(This topic is extensively discussed
elsewherew21x.) For the C-spheres, incidentally, a non-analytical dependence of the
intrinsic viscosity at low ionic strength was recently foundw25x.

4.3. Visual observations of concentration profiles

In none of the samples stored as described in Section 3 did we observe during
the sedimentation process any sign of floc formation or rapid settling due to
aggregation. In addition, we never observed gels or any layers with a high yield
stress. Interfaces and phases easily deformed under gravity, as illustrated by Figs. 2
and 13. Visual inspection showed that through the whole sedimentation process,
settling silica spheres left behind a supernatant phase, which contained particles
giving rise to visible(laser) light scattering, as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The
height of supernatant columns was as large as 20 cm(Fig. 12), corresponding to
approximately 1250 gravitational lengths for the C-spheres. We could not distinguish
a height dependence of the supernatant turbidity(see for example Fig. 8), which
points to a fairly homogeneous particle distribution. These supernatants were found
for all sedimentation vessels and all silica species in Table 1. Moreover, the very
presence of such a supernatant did not seem to be affected by the temperature
control: it was observed in suspensions left undisturbed in a cupboard(Fig. 2)
without any precaution, in suspensions stored in a thermostatted room(Fig. 1), and
in fluids thermally shielded by an additional, large water bath(Figs. 7 and 8). We
note that in dispersions of uncharged silica spheres(coated with polyisobutene) in
toluene, we could not visibly discern any scattering from a supernatant, neither in
stock samples nor in thermally isolated vessels.

Turning back to the charged spheres, at sufficiently high starting concentration,
particle deposition on the bottom of the vessel took place as indicated by a boundary,
for instance as A in Fig. 1. On a time scale of weeks–months, colloidal crystal
growth could be observed in nearly all of those deposits(see Fig. 11).

A striking observation was that at low initial overall density, sometimes no
sedimentation took place at all; the suspension remained spatially homogeneous.
This in spite of the fact that at higher starting density values, particles from exactly
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Fig. 8. C-silica dispersion in absolute ethanol, stored for 5 months in a large thermostatted aquarium in
the dark, illustrating the homogeneous particle distribution in a supernatant above a still amorphous
sediment.

the same silica stock did settle into a dense deposit(Fig. 11). These homogeneous
suspensions and the supernatants mentioned above could persist for weeks–months,
although sometimes they slowly contracted under gravity, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
Also, in the tubes in Fig. 6 we noted that some supernatants started to settle after
approximately at least 1 month, although the settling interface was difficult to see
and easily faded away under illumination(see below).

A final significant observation is that in the sedimenting dense phase, two layers
occasionally formed, separated by a sharp interface. This phenomenon occurred in
samples with(Figs. 11 and 12) as well as without(Fig. 1, boundary B) thermal
shielding by a water bath. It is easily overlooked, as can be verified in Fig. 11a.

4.4. Factors affecting profiles

Before drawing conclusions from the observations, we should address experimen-
tal factors that may influence(or even completely disturb) a sedimentation diffusion
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(SD) profile. The SD profile, of course, may be affected by size fractionation, and
it could be imagined that the dilute tail of the profile is due to the small particles
of the distribution. However, AFM imagesw33x and TEM micrographs(Fig. 5)
confirm that the spheres are fairly monodisperse and that no small ‘secondary’
particles are present. Furthermore, we already noted that the dispersions do not
contain free(oligomeric of polymeric) TPM species, which could influence particle
interactions, and hence SD profiles. With AFM we also verified that the dilute tail
(the ‘supernatants’) of concentration profiles did not contain polymeric or other
contaminants; all we could image were ‘clean’ silica spheres, as shown inw33x. In
this respect it is also important to note the absence of resin in our dispersions. It is
often overlooked that such resin may easily produce unwanted contaminants. We
observed, for example, on several occasions that absolute ethanol after treatment
with a mixed-bed resinwAG 501–X(8)D, Bio-Radx exhibited significant light-
scattering due to dust particles or polymeric species leaking from the resin. Size
fractionation or contaminants are clearly not the cause of the inflated profiles.
However, the conclusion that no fractionation at all occurs requires accurate data
for particle size as a function of altitude, which are not available yet.

Insufficient thermal isolation is probably the greatest threat to an undisturbed SD
profile. Even minute temperature gradients may induce convective rolls. Illuminating
a sample with a modest light beam for several minutes is often sufficient to disturb
a suspension–supernatant interface, as we frequently observed. We also noted that
very dilute suspensions are especially susceptible to such disturbance. In a concen-
trated dispersion, hydrodynamic disturbances are strongly damped because of viscous
dissipation in the narrow liquid regions between spheres, whereas in very dilute
suspensions there is much less damping, because the isolated spheres are convected
along with the solvent. Thus, one possible scenario explaining the presence of
colloids in the supernatant is due to convections, which keep on stirring a dilute
phase without affecting the concentrated sediment. This is one reason why we
repeated the settling experiments with vessels completely immersed in a large
aquarium.(The other reason was to use larger vessels to be able to analyse the
supernatants afterwards.) In addition, some vessels were also placed in a closed
thermostat and left undisturbed in the darkened thermostatted room. The observations
for these vessels(Fig. 11) clearly confirm that profiles such as in Fig. 1 and Fig.
6a can be reproduced under conditions of rigorous thermal shielding.

4.5. Supernatants

The colloid weight concentration in the dilute upper phases(‘supernatants’) was
determined by pipetting a volume of supernatant from vessels as in Fig. 7, a method
that does not allow measurement of concentrations at various heights. Judging from
the turbidity, however, the supernatants seem to be fairly homogeneous in concen-
tration (Fig. 8). Thus, the supernatant concentrations in Table 2 can at least be seen
as a representative order of magnitude. Clearly the overall concentration profiles
comprise a fairly steep concentration drop going from the sediment to the dilute
upper phase. Such a two-step profile is inconsistent with the Monte Carlo profiles
of Biben et al.w15,16x obtained for sedimentation of charged spheres with a screened
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Coulomb potential. These latter profiles have a very characteristic feature: they are
practically linear at all heights, without any significant steps. Moreover, the Monte
Carlo profiles for charged spheres extend further in space than for uncharged
spheres, as expected, but the difference with respect to hard spheres is certainly
much smaller than in our experiments. The screening lengthk was kept constanty1

in the simulationsw15,16x. Therefore, we suggest that a gradient in Debye length
(Fig. 4) contributes to the experimental profiles. This contribution is at this stage
difficult to quantify, since we have only an approximate second-virial correction in
Eq. (20), whereas the supernatant fluid is filled with extensive double layers(see
below) which certainly entail higher order terms.

We also note here the possibility that the SD profile generates an electric field,
which results in an upward force on the colloids opposite to gravity. Biben and
Hansenw16x indeed found in their calculations a nearly constant electric field inside
a profile, which reduces the effective colloid mass. It is not clear yet whether such
a ‘condenser’ is present in our systems and how much it would contribute to the
inflation of profiles.

4.6. Light scattering of supernatants

Static light-scattering plots(Fig. 9a) from supernatants confirm the presence of
monodisperse spheres, which obey the Guinier approximation:

2 2w zK R
I K ;exp y S K (22)x |Ž . Ž .

5y ~

where the intensityI(K) is proportional to the static structure factorS(K) and the
exponential particle form factor containing the sphere radiusR. Substituting the
radius from scattering data at higher wave vectorK wwhere S(K)s1x we obtain
from the data in Fig. 9a the structure factors in Fig. 9b. A small but significant
effect can be observed:S(K) decreases at smallK, manifesting long-range repulsive
interactions. In view of the magnitude ofK (see Fig. 7B) the spheres(with radius
63 nm) interact over distances in the micrometer range. Thus, the supernatants
contain spheres surrounded by extensive double layers, which fill a considerable
part of the supernatant space, resisting compression by gravity. In the dense deposit
that eventually forms on the bottom of a sedimentation vessel, the screening length
is relatively small due to the high counter-ion density, so spheres may approach
each other closely.(Note in this respect the very close approach of spheres in the
ethanol films imaged by cryo-TEM, Fig. 5.)

If a deposit prepared by centrifugation is brought in contact with empty, absolute
ethanol, as in Fig. 10A, spheres escape by thermal fluctuations into the ethanol,
where their diffuse double layer expands considerably. This expansion implies an
entropy gain for the counter-ions at the cost of a lower ion–colloid attractive energy.
We can imagine this ‘evaporation’ to continue until both effects compensate each
other, leading to a gas–liquid equilibrium, with the supernatant concentration as a
sort of osmotic vapour pressure. However, it is questionable whether a real phase
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Fig. 9. (a) Logarithm of static light scattering intensities(in arbitrary units) vs. wave vectorK squared,
for supernatants from vessels as in Fig. 7.(b) A small but significant effect of the static structure factor
S(K) is present in the Guinier plots of(a), which manifest long-range repulsion. The vertical bar marks
the wave vector at which 2pyKs1000 nm.

co-existence occurs in this case, and in samples such as in Figs. 7 and 8. Structure
factors do not show any sign of approaching liquid–gas demixing. For example,
sample C200 in Fig. 9b could be interpreted as critical, because upon increasing the
concentration a sediment starts to form(see Table 2). However, the structure factor
of C200 is nearly flat, which should not be the case for a critical fluid. There is no
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Fig. 10. (A) Typical example of a sediment of D-spheres directly after centrifugation. The coloured
Bragg rings are due to the static structure factor.(B) Sample from(A) after 3-month storage of the
bottle under thermostatted water in the dark. The sediment has expanded(Bragg rings have disappeared)
and is partly ‘evaporated’, as shown by the turbidity of the supernatant.

reason yet to go beyond the hypothesis that the dilute supernatants are just an
unusually long tail of a SD profile.

4.7. Denser phases

So far we have mainly discussed the dilute supernatants left behind by the
majority of sedimenting silica spheres. We refer for convenience to this majority as
the ‘denser phase’, without necessarily implying a thermodynamic equilibrium
phase. Some findings for these denser phases are worthwhile documenting. We
occasionally observed a fairly sharp interface separating two regions of different
density, such as boundary B in Fig. 1 and p in Fig. 2. The dispersion of TPM–
silica spheres in Fig. 2, previously used for a study on structure factorsw36x, was
stored for 13 years in a cupboard. We could verify that the location of the sharp
interface p did not change in at least the last 2 years. This indicates that p separates
two co-existing phases. Note that the lower dense layer in Fig. 2 exhibits Bragg
colours, and thus is more ordered than the amorphous upper layer, which is
reminiscent of a crystal-fluid equilibrium.

We verified with another dispersion the reproducibility of such a co-existence.
Fig. 13 shows a dispersion of C-spheres in an ethanol–toluene(30:70 vyv) mixture
with a refractive index close to that of silicaw26,36x, which gives a clearer view of
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the layers. The dispersion was stored for 10 years, and shows a beautiful co-
existence of a region containing some crystallites with a more dilute upper layer
without any crystallites. The green and blue colours are due to structure factors, as
well as the optical matchingw26x. The very dilute region r, incidentally, contained
C-spheres of the expected size(Table 1) as verified by DLS on a drop mixed with
ethanol to increase optical contrast. The sample from Fig. 13 was shaken up and
divided into two tubes. After approximately 4 months, in both tubes the layering in
Fig. 13 was reproduced. From drying pipetted samples, we obtained a silica weight
fraction of 0.48("0.01) in the bottom layer, 0.32("0.04) in the layer between p
and q, and approximately 10 in the supernatant above q. The density ratio of 1.5y3

seems quite large for an order–disorder transition for charged particles at low ionic
strengthw38x. For hard spheres the ratio is only 1.10w39x and it is known that long-
range repulsion narrows this ratio: Monte Carlo simulations show that the density
ratio for solid–fluid co-existence decreases if the exponent for various inverse-
power potentials increases(e.g. w39x). Hachisu et al. w40x have also shown
experimentally that for charged latex spheres, the ratio of co-existing density values
decreases with decreasing ionic strength. It is therefore conceivable that the density
ratio for the co-existence in Fig. 13 is increased by additional(many-body)
attractions. We should note, however, that a density-dependent thermodynamic
excluded volumewcf. Eqs. (15) and (16)x probably also increases the relative
number density difference in the order–disorder co-existence, because in the dilute
phase the excluded volume per particle is greater than in the concentrated phase. A
clear conclusion about the role of attractions at least requires a systematic mapping
of phase diagrams of dispersions, as in Fig. 13.

The interface B in Fig. 1 is certainly not a crystal–fluid interface, and separates
two disordered fluid phases. A similar interface between two amorphous regions
can be observed in Figs. 11 and 12. In Fig. 12 the starting silica volume fraction
was 1.4=10 , which is much too low for crystal nucleation, requiring the muchy3

higher densities in silica deposits at the bottom in Fig. 11.

5. Conclusions

The observations reported here on monodisperse silica spheres in ethanol reveal
at least two important features. First, for all silica species in this study(Table 1),
concentration profiles are formed with a very slowly decaying tail(‘supernatant’)
containing low densities of spheres repelling each other over distance of micrometers.
The spatial extension of the tails is not caused by thermal convections, vibrations
or size fractionation, and is not observed for uncharged spheres. In addition, in view
of their persistence over time, the strongly inflated profiles are very likely an
equilibrium feature of the silica spheres in ethanol. They can be qualitatively
explained as a consequence of entropic lift due to counter-ions, together with a
density-dependent excluded volume, the latter producing an algebraic long-distance
tail of the sedimentation–diffusion profile in a salt-free solvent. A rigorous equation
of state for dilute colloids at very low ionic strength is needed to quantify further
this explanation. An electric field may also contribute, as it decreases the effective
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Fig. 11.(A) C-silica spheres in absolute ethanol, in bottles immersed in thermostatted water, left in the
dark for 2 months. Left: the denser sedimenting phase has demixed into two layers(arrow indicates
boundary). Note the presence of a Bragg reflecting colloidal crystal at the bottom. Right: no sedimen-
tation has occurred yet. Initial concentrations are 3 gyl (left) and 0.6 gyl (right). (B) Vessels shown in
(A), 2 months later. The dilute phases in both vessels have partly settled.
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Fig. 12. Example of a C-silica dispersion(initial concentration 2.3 gyl) with a demixing sedimenting
phase. The supernatant(with a red laser beam) is approximately 20 cm high. The thermally isolated
dispersion was stored in the dark for 4 months. The interface in the sedimenting region fades away after
exposure to light in absence of thermal shielding.
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Fig. 13. C-silica spheres in an optically matching ethanol–toluene mixturew26,36x. The layering, which
is about 10 years old, is a reproducible phase co-existence, as explained in the text.

mass of the spheres. There is no evidence at present that the dilute supernatants are
a thermodynamic gas phase, even though the visual appearance of some dispersions
(e.g. in Figs. 7 and 8) reminds of liquid–gas co-existence.

The second important feature of the silica dispersions observed is that the denser
phase, which settles out of the dilute supernatant, often demixes into two(disordered)
layers of different density. Quantitative information about these layers is lacking
and their formation kinetics is still unclear. However, the phenomenon clearly exists,
and seems difficult to explain without assuming the presence of many-body
attractions; there is no doubt that the particles are repulsive on the pair level.
Dispersions that have completely equilibrated under gravity(Figs. 2 and 13) exhibit
a two-phase coexistence, with a density ratio that is significantly greater than
expected for an order–disorder transition, although a firm conclusion about the role
of (many-body) attractions requires a quantitative experimental phase diagram and
a better theoretical understanding of the effect of a density-dependent excluded
volume. The supernatant above the two-phase equilibrium is, again, a very dilute
dispersion(Figs. 2 and 13), which we now can identify as the long-distance tail of
the SD profile of the upper phase.
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Appendix A: Second virial coefficient

The double-layer repulsion in the DLVO potential for two spheres of diameters

at a centre-to-centre distancer for the case of a weak double-layer(DL) overlap is
w1x:

DLV rŽ . s w z
x |sC exp yk rys (A1)Ž .y ~kT r

The contact value of this screened Coulomb potential atrss is:

p´´ s 1 s0 2 2Cs c s y (A2)0 0kT 4 rb

in which y sec ykT is the reduced surface potential on the sphere surface. The0 0

second virial coefficient is:

w zB E` V rŽ .
2C Fx |B s2p 1yexp y r dr (A3)2 |

D GkTy ~0

The potential is that of a hard-sphere atr-s, so V(r) in Eq. (A3) equals:

V r s` for 0Fr-sŽ .
DLsV r for rGs (A4)Ž .

For an uncharged hard sphere(denoted by HS) V (r) equals zero. Thus,B sDL HS
2

(2y3)ps and Eq.(A3) can be rewritten in the dimensionless form:3

`B2 2w z
x |s1q3 1yexp yV x x dx (A5)Ž .y ~Ž .|HSB2 1

C rw z
x |V x s exp yks xy1 ; xs (A6)Ž . Ž .y ~x s

For weak double-layer potentials the exponent in Eq.(A5) can be linearised to
yield:

1qksŽ .B2 s1q3C (A7)2HSB ksŽ .2

For higher potentialsB can be approximated using an effective hard-sphere with a2

weak perturbation. The effective diameterd is the centre-to-centre distance at whichi

the repulsion between two spheres equalskT (a sort of Bjerrum length for colloidal
spheres):

s w z
x |C exp yk dys s1 (A8)Ž .iy ~di
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We assume, therefore, the following potential:

V r s` for 0Fr-dŽ . i

DLsV r gkT for rGd (A9)Ž . i

which yields:

w z3 1qkdŽ .i2 3x |B s pd 1q (A10)2 i 23 kdy ~Ž .i
Next we approximate the colloidal Bjerrum length via:

y1dssqak ; aG0 (A11)i

and assume that for large enoughk only the leading term in Eq.(A10) isy1

important. This gives the scaling:

1y3 y1 y1B EB k ak2C F fk for c1 (A12)HB
D GB s s2

Comparison with numerical integrations of Eq.(A5) shows that Eq.(A12) gives a
reasonable estimate for the numericalB for ks-2 and a wide range ofC, with a-2

values in the rangeas3–4.
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